
Year 5/6 WEEK 5

EQUIPMENT: 
Stopwatch / whistle / gym mats/ beanbags 

GOBLET SQUAT – PRESS UP
with a partner 

Partner A stands in a wide
stance and does a deep goblet
squat holding partner B’s ankles.

Partner B then performs
a press up.

JUMP SQUAT -
HOP BACKS 

Squat down and do an
explosive jump forward,

squat down in the landing.
Hop backwards to the

start and repeat. 

LYING FLUTTER KICKS 

Lay flat on your back and raise
your legs slightly off the floor.
Flutter your legs up and down
making sure to keep your legs
straight and point your toes.  

V SIT CIRCLES 
with a partner

Hold a V sit (lower back and
feet raised from the floor)

opposite a partner and take
it in turns to circle your feet

around their legs. 

 WALL SIT REACH – HIGH KNEES
with a partner 

Partner A: holds a wall sit and
reaches their hands straight out in

front of them.
Partner B: stands opposite your
partner and performs high knee

running up to their hands

MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS

Mountain climbers; in a straight
arm plank position bring

knees towards chest alternately
Semi-circle mountain climbers;
as above but pump your legs

to move around in a semi-circle
Mountain climber spiders;

as above but move your foot
to the outside of your hands

each time 

LUNGE RUNNERS 

Stand in a lunge position with
one foot staggered in front

of the other. Hold this
position and pump your

arms as if you are running.
Switch legs after 30 seconds. 

PLANK PASS
team beanbag pass 

Hold a plank position in a line
next to your teammates.

Pass the beanbags down the
line whilst in the plank position.

Maintain the plank position
all the way through the activity.

TOTAL BODY WORKOUT

Focus: Power

Suggested work out:
5 minute pulse raising warm up starting with walking and increasing speed to

jogging then running to increase heart rate. Short, high intensity bursts on each
station switching with your partner every 30 seconds. Four sets each for each

station ensuring lunge runners are completed left leg x 2 and right leg x 2.
Finish with pulse lowering exercises and static stretches.


















